STRATEGY BRIEF:

Induction of School Leaders
Local education agency (LEA) and school leaders can use this brief to learn more about:

- Effective practices they can use to improve induction of new school leaders;
- Examples from other schools that have implemented strategies to address this challenge; and
- Resources to support this work in your LEA.

To learn more about educator induction generally, see the Induction Guide.

Context

Principals’ numerous roles include setting the school culture and impacting teaching conditions. By influencing teacher human capital through hiring, support and development, principals indirectly impact the instruction that students receive, making the principal the second most significant school-level factor in student learning.\(^1\)

However, many principals exit their preparation programs not feeling prepared to lead.\(^2\) As such, LEA-level supports for new principals through programs like induction are important, as they can improve principal practice.\(^3\)

All supports for principals, including principal induction, should be part of a larger standards-based system of principal talent management.\(^4\) Principal standards, such as the Pennsylvania Leadership Standards, should serve as the cohesive basis for all aspects of

---


\(^3\) Davis et al., 2005

principal talent management, from preparation to hiring to support.\(^5\)

The Pennsylvania Department of Education provides support to new principals through its Principal Induction Program. The Principal Induction Program requires new principals to complete eight courses developed by the National Institute for School Leadership and offered by regional sites across the state. The courses are aligned with the three core Principal Leadership Standards\(^6\) and must be completed by principals during their first two years on the job. Although this program offers a baseline of support, LEAs should provide additional job-embedded and district-specific support to new principals, through induction and mentoring at the LEA level.

What LEA policies and practices are most effective?

Induction provides principals with professional learning support and onboarding related to district expectations and culture; it may include orientation, professional learning communities, or a cohort model where new principals can help support each other. Mentoring is a component of induction; it provides principals with ongoing coaching from a trained, experienced mentor for one or more years.

**Provide LEA-level induction for new principals.**

Induction programs should provide seamless support for new principals, from the preparation program to the school; LEAs should design and implement induction programs that expand on and complement what principals learned in their preparation programs.\(^7\) This requires LEAs to be aware of what new principals did and did not learn in their preparation programs. In order to get principals ready for the new school year, LEAs should consider summer induction or onboarding for new principals to provide them with the necessary knowledge to begin the school year, such as “a combination of ‘just-in-time’ technical information (key policies, systems, timelines, etc.), introductions to the district-level people they can go to for help with various issues (HR, finance, etc.), and

---


\(^6\) The three core leadership standards include: I. Knowledge and skills to think and plan strategically, creating an organizational vision around personalized student success. II. An understanding of standards-based systems theory and design, and the ability to transfer that knowledge to the leader’s job as an architect of standards-based reform in the school. III. The ability to access and use appropriate data to inform decision-making at all levels of the system. See Pennsylvania Department of Education, 2008, p. 3.

the development of a vision and entry plan for their new role.”

Finally, any professional learning that is part of an induction program should give principals the opportunity to apply that knowledge, as “structuring learning in real, school-based situations allows principals to grapple with and gain knowledge from experiences that will be applicable in their principalship.”

**Resource:** The Colorado Department of Education Principal/Administrator Induction Program Evaluation Rubric Indicator Aligned Best Practices is a tool that includes a list of indicators for principal induction programs and describes best practices that could show if an LEA is meeting all of those indicators.

**Reflection Questions:**

- What elements does your current new principal induction program include?
- How could data be collected on what program elements new principals would like?
- How could those be incorporated?

**Provide mentors to new principals.**

Teacher mentoring receives much more attention than principal mentoring. Providing new principals with mentors can help improve principal effectiveness and retention. A mentor may help a principal address on-the-job challenges, using the principal standards as a guideline and point of discussion. There are three important factors to consider when implementing principal mentoring:

- **Mentor selection.** LEAs should implement quality mentor selection, taking into account “having a history of effectiveness as a principal, demonstrating strong communication and listening skills, and matching mentors and principals based on similar styles of
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9 NYC Leadership Academy, 2019, p. 2

10 NYC Leadership Academy, 2019; Dukess, 2001; Turnbull, Riley, & MacFarlane, 2015

11 These three components are summarized in George W. Bush Institute, 2016.
thinking.” This kind of mentor selection can improve principal practice. With fewer principals in a district, finding mentors for new principals can be challenging. Smaller LEAs can consider finding mentors for new principals in other LEAs or by tapping recently retired principals for the role.

**Role definition.** It is important for LEAs to set clear definitions of mentor and principal roles in their relationship; this factor can improve both principal practice and the effectiveness of individuals interested in being principal mentors.

**Mentor training.** Mentors may need training on topics such as principal standards and instructional leadership; they also may need support to improve their skills at mentoring and providing feedback to new principals.

**Resource:** Center on Great Teachers and Leaders Recruit, Select, and Support Turnaround Leader Competencies Professional Learning Module Part 3: Developing and Retaining Turnaround Leaders. This three-part professional learning module includes Part 3 on Developing and Retaining Turnaround Leaders, with a slide presentation and facilitator’s guide for helping LEAs to determine which structures will be used for principal support. The handouts for this part include a Self-Assessment of District Support for Turnaround and two examples of how professional learning activities could be organized—individually or for a group. Chinle Unified School District in Arizona used this professional learning module to improve its principal induction and support through the Talent for Turnaround Leadership Academy, a collaboration of several organizations, including the West Comprehensive Center and the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders. Its principal induction program includes professional development, professional learning communities, and ongoing mentoring.
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12 George W. Bush Institute, 2016, p. 15
Reflection Questions:

- What ongoing mentoring, coaching and support are provided for new principals?
- How could intermediate units or former principals be used as sources of mentors or coaching?

**EXAMPLE IN ACTION:**

These three LEAs have developed local pipelines to produce new principals; the LEAs then provide comprehensive support to these beginning principals, including coaching and mentoring.

- **Hillsborough County Public Schools in Florida** has a pipeline for training and supporting teachers who are interested in becoming principals, to help them prepare for the role. Interested teachers can apply to be a part of the program. After six months of training, the aspiring principals are placed as assistant principals for two years, with ongoing support and mentoring. Assistant principals can then apply for the Preparing New Principals Program, where they receive daily mentoring, monthly coaching, and further training on the role of a principal. The final part of that pipeline is the Principal Induction Program, which provides new principals with coaching and ongoing professional learning for their first two years on the job. All principal supports are aligned with the district’s Principal Competency Rubric. Hillsborough County received support and grant funding through the Wallace Foundation to improve the quality of its principal pipeline; a report for the project further described the work.

- **Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools in North Carolina** also was a recipient of the Wallace Foundation principal pipeline grant. The district established a five-year induction program for new principals, aligned with the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools Competencies, Skills and Beliefs for School Leaders. The induction program moves participants through the program as a cohort. The George W. Bush Institute described these ongoing supports in a “Districts to Watch” example.

- **Gwinnett County Public Schools in Georgia** developed the Quality-Plus Leader Academy to develop and support principals; it includes professional learning, collaboration with other principals, and two years of mentoring. Gwinnett County Public Schools was another recipient of the Wallace Foundation principal pipeline grant. A case study about Gwinnett County Public Schools describes the development and support of principals in the district, including induction support. The mentoring support provided to new principals is described in this Wallace Foundation podcast: Mentors Support Novice Principals on the Job.
Reflection Questions:

- Is the LEA intending to implement a comprehensive program to support principals at one time or is the LEA planning to scale up over time?

- What pieces should be prioritized, if the LEA is scaling up over time?

- How can the LEA identify teacher leaders who are strong candidates to become school administrators, and how can the LEA then support them through a pipeline to school administration?
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